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OUR VISION is a future rural Australia in which every single one of our mates knows that
it's always #OK2SAYNO to a beer.

We are achieving this through our mission to change and save lives by creating radical
national social impact through peer-to-peer support, collaborating with leaders in the
Australian AOD space, and through our own niche, grassroots style of straight-talk
through lived-experience, advocacy, and the sharing of stories from the bush.



A  WELCOME  AND ' 'WHO WE  ARE ' '  W ITH  SHANNA WHAN .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svNC6DoytHw
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INSTAGRAM :  19 ,000 FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK :  30 ,000 FOLLOWERS

OUR BUSH-TR IBE
PEER  SUPPORT  GROUP  IS  HOME  TO
1 ,000 RURAL  +  REMOTE  MEMBERS

IMPACT

TOTAL organic social media reach - up to 800,000
Our combined organic reach on social media averages about
80,000 in average 'reach' but goes as high as 1,000,000 in peak
times with especially popular content.

The episodes 1 & 2 of our Australian Story ''Last Drinks'' have been
viewed by millions, and our podcasts with leading national media
have been heard incalculable times.

While we don't aim whatsoever for a ''numbers mentality''  - and
we maintain a ''quality over quantity'' approach, it is a fact that we
are now recognised wherever we travel and speak as the voice for
rural Australia in this complex space.

ORGANIC  REACH UP  TO 900 ,000



Since inception as a concept in 2015, and then as a registered
charitable organisation that 'kicked off' in late 2019, SITC has
transformed from a newborn idea to a respected voice and
the driver of serious social impact in our laser focussed area
of rural and remote Australia.

ACHIEVEMENTS

our biggest ‘achievement’ is growing a nationally
recognised movement with 2 staff & minimal costs

the SITC & #OK2SAYNO message / brand is now being
recognised nationally from remote stations to small towns

our Bush Tribe is nationally recognised as a safe-haven and
a refuge (see supporting docs at end)

we’re shifting from anecdotal evidence to research

today SITC has an organic reach of up to 800,000 on SM

our TV / radio / podcasts have been heard by millions

we are now regularly invited to represent the bush

our founder was 2022 Australian of the Year, hand selected
to represent Australia at the funeral of HRM QEII, and then
Marie Claire's Advocate of the Year 2022, which has grown
our national credibility + profile exponentially
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At SITC we have been really up-front since day one that we
aren't here to reinvent the wheel, but to re-calibrate the
wheel for bush conditions, and for bush people. We have
achieved massive progress in this space through systematic
collaboration with like-minded leaders in Australia. 

We are now called upon by others in the AOD space regularly
as the lived experience experts representing rural Australia.

COLLABORAT ION
.... we work alongside key national leaders in the AOD
space now including FARE Australia, AOD Foundation,
Hello Sunday Morning, SMART Recovery Australia,
Alcoholics Anonymous, Turning Point, Trademutt, TIACS,
Clean Slate Clinic, Department of Home Affairs, Regional
PHN's, etc.

We have the support now of key leaders in Ag across
sectors such as: beef, cropping, horticulture, mining,
cotton, dairy, etc.

Our collaborative approach has been recognised and used
through other key Ag industry bodies such as CWA,
Regional Institute of Australia, NFF, etc. 

We are increasingly being asked to ‘set’ the industry
standard around alcohol awareness in the rural sector

We have officially partnered with Clean Slate Clinic and
SMART Recovery Australia to close the gaps in the bush.

Shanna has been invited in as a consultant to work with a
production team on a coming Australian film which
centres around rural Australia and alcohol. 
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2023 will see a major shift in focus as we launch our major
project called The Amplification Project.

This is SITC filming and launching a series of 10-12 lived
experience stories from others we've helped.

The capacity we have to do this is without a shadow of a
doubt our super-power. No other single org in the rural space
has the skin in the game, relationships or trust in place to tell
these essential but sometimes fragile stories.

We believe this is going to be the singularly most important
advocacy work ahead to grow and sustain SITC.

WHAT 'S  NEXT?

partnering with Clean Slate Clinic + SMART Recovery

mentoring for our founder Shanna Whan 

the #OK2SAYNO Amplification Project - storytelling

enlisting a governance specialist - Justin Lippiatt

finding + funding extra staff

investigating a Bush Tribe for Family & Friends 

investigating training & equipping speakers for future
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Over the years SITC has been fortunate to have established
strong collaborations with core funders including: The
Yulgilbar Foundation, The VFFF, The Snow Foundation,
MacDoch Foundation, and Shine On Foundation. Through
these foundations we've been able to put roots down, and
get established and now we have the financial security to be
sustained for the next couple of years while working on
major projects and seeking future funding.

Our Business Plan can be viewed any time on request.

Our financial position is available any time on the ACNC
website and we are 100% transparent about this.

Our net position as at March 2023 looks excellent at a glance;
but it's important investors and donors know that  80% of
current funds available are forward-committed to The
Amplification Project (a two-year plan with a cost of
approximately $200,000 for Phase 1 alone) and our forecast
operational costs, etc. So we need to constantly be looking
ahead. Investors are welcome to a meeting with our financial
and governance director and/or accountant on request.

FUNDING :OUR
PLANS  FOR
2023  /  2024

Three full-time staff 

The Amplification Project (Phase II)

Training & equipping speakers for SITC

Future growth 

Collaborations with Clean Slate Clinic + SMART Recovery

SITC is financially viable in the near term. However substantial
investment will be required to stay sustainable, and to grow and
develop the following areas:

https://www.acnc.gov.au/charity/charities/c29e92fa-66f1-e911-a811-000d3ad1ce4e/profile
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CHAL LENGES

GOVERNMENT BURNOUT SPEAKERS

Despite our national recognition and
achievements and ongoing attempts

to seek support from various
members of both state and federal

government for support - we
continue to hit disproportionate

roadblocks. At this stage our entire
charity is entirely reliant upon the

ongoing generous support of
philanthropy, donations, and in-kind
support. We believe in time this will

change, but it may take years.

We have taken steps to prevent a
recurrence of severe burnout to

Shanna Whan in 2023. We have a new
team member on board and we've
cut Shanna's travel back to being

solely focused on The Amplification
Project in 2023 as it's the critical

foundation for the next phase of SITC.

We've consulted with Beyond Blue
about finding, funding, and equipping

speakers for 2024 and beyond - and it's a
major governance risk we need to be
well prepared for. This is an excellent

opportunity to keep SITC's voice on the
ground - so we will require funding and

sutpport to sustain the training and
governance aspects required.



SUPPORT ING DOCS
TEST IMONIALS

MEDIA

NOTE :  A  SEPARATE  PRESENTAT ION
CAN BE  SENT  ON REQUEST  TO
SHOW AT  L ENGTH WHAT  ' THE

AMPL I F ICAT ION PROJECT '  WI L L  BE .



TEST IMONIALS  :  FROM THE  BUSH TR IBE
 



A  BUSH TR IBE  V IDEO TEST IMONY -  WITH  MATT  TONKIN .

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZSft5ilfTI


KEY  NEEDS  TO KEEP  S I TC
GROWING &  SUSTA INABLE

We are uniquely positioned in the Australian market as the only true ‘boots-on-the-ground’ trusted source of online
peer support & advocacy targeted at rural and remote Australians when it comes to alcohol harm.

We have significant work to do to optimise our operating model, team, funding and business processes, including
sourcing new directors and long-term sustainability via funding.

We need investment from philanthropic and other funders to facilitate and carry out The Amplification Project
Phase II (a national documentary) and to also train and equip SITC ‘speakers’ to go into rural and remote
communities in a voluntary capacity to share their lived experience. 

We also require support to fund and facilitate our partnerships with Clean Slate Clinic and SMART Recovery Australia
to close the gaps with the necessary clinical support (via bush tele-health detox) and through peer-led support
group programmes. 

Finally - we need investment in the business, to expand capabilities and support our growth aspirations. This is
achievable through organic growth, but serious consideration should be given to external investment to accelerate
our growth and protect our market position. 



Potential investors and collaborators are invited to reach out via
admin@soberinthecountry.org to discuss our full business plan and to
view our financials.

We are committed to being transparent about our goals and aspirations
and in ensuring those who support us understand what we are doing,
and why.



THANK YOU
This grassroots charity simply would not exist without

those of you who have stepped up to provide multi-
year core funding and support to allow our little team

to get up and show up. 
 

We want to thank you all - even though we feel like
words will never be enough. You are helping us to
shift a deadly bush culture as old as time - and the

ripple effect is not even quantifiable anymore.
 

We hope this report, the testimonials and information
here is useful for those investing and for future

investors.

-  S H A N N A  X  

SITC BOARD + DIRECTORS: SHANNA, TIM, JUSTIN, AND FELICITY



CAN WE
HELP  WITH
FURTHER
INFO?
HAPPY  TO .

www.soberinthecountry.org

admin@soberinthecountry.org


